
INTEGRATION FROM CAE LABS
Individual solutions for 
individual challenges

The perfect fit doesn’t always happen right 
away. That’s why we design and develop 
professional applications specifically to 
meet your needs.

CAE Labs provides a software development 
practice and the expertise to design, develop 
and deliver professional applications, built for 
tight integration with different Cisco API driven 
platforms such as Cisco Meraki.

Each year the IT industry pivots further 
towards a software centric approach, making a 
software development offering more relevant 
than ever. Through our differentiated service 
offering we overcome common and new 
challenges that a vendor’s platform doesn’t 
always address or solve.

P O W E R E D  B Y

The possibilities are endless when it comes to developing 
professional problem-solving solutions for our customers 

that can save you time, money, and valuable resource. 
Through our consultative app-first approach, CAE walks you 

through your specific challenges as well as your required 
technical and business outcomes.

Countless possibilities

Technology scope

At CAE Labs, our focus is on the successful integration of Cisco and Meraki 
platforms; however, we have the capability to branch out into other 

technology stacks – subject to customer requirement.
Delivery of a new app can typically be completed, and quality assured in two to 

four weeks, subject to scope.



Talk to our team today!

We focus on building long term trust with our customers, so they can 
achieve better outcomes for the long term. Our app-first approach helps 
our customers to:

Better Outcomes - More Good Days

P O W E R E D  B Y

• Speed the time to market through rapid adoption and    
 change at scale
• Enable CapEx savings due to automation and efficiencies
• Lower migration costs from legacy technology to new
• Automate existing, complex, and repetitive processes    
 leading to reduced OpEx costs
• Rapidly deploy new technology within the business
• Right-size, agile professional services effort
• Audit and compliance of thousands of devices or sites
• Create greater quality assurance and better project outcomes
• Achieve better ROI through improved and better adoption of 
 technology investment
• Integrate existing business processes and IT systems 
 with the Cisco / Meraki platforms for better
 value return and tighter integration

Could an automated approach be the right solution 
for your project?


